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Whether you need to reduce the size of a photo album, a few snapshots, or any number of individual images, you can apply a few simple clicks to batch resize them to the desired dimensions. The tool
includes built-in text watermark, which you can position anywhere on the image, and random image renaming, as well as log details of the process. Interface: CloudImage has an easy-to-use interface.
At the top of the program window is the Home button, which leads you to a list of files that have been loaded. To the left, the list of all the image files in the folder can be found. Right below that is the
button that lets you change the type of image that you want to optimize. There are five filter buttons: BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG and TIFF. After you choose the type of image you want to optimize, you can
choose the number of images you want to optimize and the size of the optimized images. You can also add images to the list of images that will be processed, as well as set the text watermark. If you
want to specify the new file name, enter it manually or use the random option. Free image resizer, converter and optimizer (Windows) Related Software: ImageProImagePro - Free image resizer,
converter and optimizer. Bitmap Optimizer - Free image resizer, converter and optimizer. ImageOptim - Free image resizer, converter and optimizer. ImageSharp - Free image resizer, converter and
optimizer. What Is CloudImage? CloudImage is an approachable software utility designed to compress images to obtain the smallest possible size without affecting the quality. It offers support for BMP,
JPG, JPEG, GIF, PNG, TIF and TIFF formats, as well as for resizing and watermarks. No setup required, besides.NET Framework Provided that you have.NET Framework installed, you don't need to set
up anything else. This means that you can drop the program files anywhere on the disk and double-click the.exe to launch the application. It doesn't modify Windows registry settings. As far as the
interface is concerned, CloudImage adopts a user-friendly window that you can populate with multiple image files of different types at the same time. Entire directories can be added to process all
containing photos. Convert, resize and optimize images, apply
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Control macros for Windows and applications. 1.50 CloneMate is a program that will clone every file and folder from the source PC into the destination PC. It can clone to a network share, FTP server,
removable media, shared memory, zip drive, or other location. You can also specify what files are copied to a destination. CloneMate runs without the need for admin rights or user accounts to be
created. All you need is a valid license and this application. CloneMate works with all versions of Windows including XP, Vista, 7, 8, and Windows 10. Features: Clones any file or folder from your PC to
any other PC Supports ZIP and RAR files Supports FTP server Supports WinRAR and WinZip formats Supports network shares Supports removable media Supports shared memory All settings are
persistent, meaning you can later resume Supports using a password Automatic backup Optionally hides files to work silently Optionally creates a backup folder Optionally exports the generated
registry keys Supports copy and move Supports copy to archives (including ZIP and RAR files) Supports copy to network shares and FTP servers Supports copy to removable media Supports copy to
shared memory Supports copy to other shared memories Supports both hard links and symbolic links Supports using a password Automatic backup Optionally hides files to work silently Optionally
creates a backup folder Optionally exports the generated registry keys Supports copy and move Supports copy to archives (including ZIP and RAR files) Supports copy to network shares and FTP
servers Supports copy to removable media Supports copy to shared memory Supports copy to other shared memories Supports using a password Automatic backup Optionally hides files to work
silently Optionally creates a backup folder Optionally exports the generated registry keys CloneMate is a program that will clone every file and folder from the source PC into the destination PC. It can
clone to a network share, FTP server, removable media, shared memory, zip drive, or other location. You can also specify what files are copied to a destination. CloneMate runs without the need for
admin rights or user accounts to be created. All you need is a valid license and this application. CloneMate works with all versions of Windows including XP, Vista, 7, 8, and Windows 10 2edc1e01e8
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CloudImage is an approachable software utility designed to compress images to obtain the smallest possible size without affecting the quality. It offers support for BMP, JPG, JPEG, GIF, PNG, TIF and
TIFF formats, as well as for resizing and watermarks. No setup required, besides.NET Framework Provided that you have.NET Framework installed, you don't need to set up anything else. This means
that you can drop the program files anywhere on the disk and double-click the.exe to launch the application. It doesn't modify Windows registry settings. As far as the interface is concerned,
CloudImage adopts a user-friendly window that you can populate with multiple image files of different types at the same time. Entire directories can be added to process all containing photos. Convert,
resize and optimize images, apply text watermarks It's possible to preview pictures, keep the original file names, apply random ones, or set names by date or custom text, view log details or turn off the
PC automatically on task completion, convert all photos to BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG or TIFF file type, adjust the JPEG quality, and preview the size difference between the old and new files. These settings
can be reset to default anytime. A few editing options are available, enabling you to change the image resolution, as well as add text watermarks, set the position and customize the font color. The
output directory can be opened without leaving the program's interface. Evaluation and conclusion It carried out optimization jobs swiftly in our tests while remaining light on system resources
consumption. No error dialogs popped up and it didn't hang or crash. Thanks to its intuitive interface and advanced options, CloudImage should come in handy to all types of users looking to
effortlessly reduce the size of their images. Developer: DuxaSoft License: Shareware, $59.00 to buy Description: BRAM is a professional web bookmark manager. It is designed for everyone, but there
are some key features for experts and power users. You can easily organize your bookmark collections in folders, and easily set up your favorite bookmark folders as shortcuts. BRAM also provides you
with powerful search and powerful management tools, you can easily find a bookmark, all you need to do is press the F3 key on your keyboard or press the right click and choose the "BRAM bookmark
Manager" to search for your bookmark. We developed BRAM from scratch
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What's New in the?

CloudImage is an approachable software utility designed to compress images to obtain the smallest possible size without affecting the quality. It offers support for BMP, JPG, JPEG, GIF, PNG, TIF and
TIFF formats, as well as for resizing and watermarks. No setup required, besides.NET Framework Provided that you have.NET Framework installed, you don't need to set up anything else. This means
that you can drop the program files anywhere on the disk and double-click the.exe to launch the application. It doesn't modify Windows registry settings. As far as the interface is concerned,
CloudImage adopts a user-friendly window that you can populate with multiple image files of different types at the same time. Entire directories can be added to process all containing photos. Convert,
resize and optimize images, apply text watermarks It's possible to preview pictures, keep the original file names, apply random ones, or set names by date or custom text, view log details or turn off the
PC automatically on task completion, convert all photos to BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG or TIFF file type, adjust the JPEG quality, and preview the size difference between the old and new files. These settings
can be reset to default anytime. A few editing options are available, enabling you to change the image resolution, as well as add text watermarks, set the position and customize the font color. The
output directory can be opened without leaving the program's interface. Evaluation and conclusion It carried out optimization jobs swiftly in our tests while remaining light on system resources
consumption. No error dialogs popped up and it didn't hang or crash. Thanks to its intuitive interface and advanced options, CloudImage should come in handy to all types of users looking to
effortlessly reduce the size of their images. Description: CloudImage is an approachable software utility designed to compress images to obtain the smallest possible size without affecting the quality. It
offers support for BMP, JPG, JPEG, GIF, PNG, TIF and TIFF formats, as well as for resizing and watermarks. No setup required, besides.NET Framework Provided that you have.NET Framework
installed, you don't need to set up anything else. This means that you can drop the program files anywhere on the disk and double-click the.exe to launch the application. It doesn't modify Windows
registry settings. As far as the interface is concerned, CloudImage adopts a user-friendly window that you can populate with multiple image files of different types at the same time. Entire directories
can be added to process all containing photos. Convert, resize and optimize images, apply text watermarks It'
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System Requirements For CloudImage:

Windows XP or newer. 1 GHz or faster processor. 1 GB RAM (32-bit) / 2 GB RAM (64-bit). 1 GB available hard disk space. DirectX 9.0c compatible video card (1024x768). DirectX compatible sound
card. 1 CD-ROM drive. Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher. Acrobat Reader 6.0 or higher. Netscape 7.0 or higher. A
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